PARTS BULLETIN
NUMBER SPECIAL-8/81

CATEGORY:

SPECIAL BULLETIN

ATTENTION:

PARTS MANAGER

SUBJECT:

INITIAL DEALER PARTS KIT

Certain items in the Initial Dealer Parts Kit "A" require corrective
action as detailed below:
1.

Part number 102462 is incorrectly labeled as the "Oil Pressure
Sensor". Part in kit with above number is the "Oil Pressure
Sender" and should be renumbered to 102763.

2.

Part number 103245 "Throwout Bearing" should be renumbered
to 109615 and returned to DMC, Irvine for credit. Correct
"Throwout Bearing" 103245 is in stock and can be ordered as
a replacement.

3.

Part number 100407 "Balljoint Lower" should be returned to
DMC, Irvine for credit and part number 105707 should be
ordered as a replacement.

4.

Part number 103000 "Gasket, End Cover" was represented as
a quantity of one (1), but was skin packed in a quantity of
ten (10). Part 103000 is now repriced at a unit price of
$0.58 each Dealer Net and $0.96 each Suggested List and
sold in multiples of ten (10) to a skin pack.

5.

Part number 103001 "Gasket, Clutch Case" was delivered
as one (1) gasket in dealer kit. Part 103001 is now
repriced at $0.93 each Dealer Net and $1.55 each Suggested
List and sold in multiples of ten (10) to a skin pack.

6.

Part number 103500 "Gasket Kit A/t" was skin packed two
(2) gasket kits in one skin pack. We apologize for this
error. This is now corrected and a skin pack will include
one (1) gasket kit.
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7.

Part numbers 102249 and 102256 "Rocker Cover Gaskets LH
and RH are priced $3.09 each and $3.28 each respectively
but sold in multiples of five (5) to a skin pack.

8.

Part number 100545 "Windshield Washer Pump/Reservoir
Assembly" was delivered with part number 106087 "Tray,
Windshield Washer Reservoir" by mistake. Mark the "Tray"
106087 and keep with our compliments.

Please use a Request for Return and Credit Form and send
together with above parts 103245 and 100407 when being
returned for credit. Prior authorization in this case
is not necessary.
Sincerely,

Leif R. Montin
National Parts Manager
LRM:cc
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